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We have developed a system called Memory-Organizer, which helps users to construct externalized memory to support human memory. The externalized memory is a concept that externalizes and stores the contents of human working memory on computers. In this paper, we describe a system that generates the user’s knowledge space from his/her Web-browsing history, and helps users to recall their history by using Memory-Organizer. Preliminary experimental results show that a new history, which extracts keywords from a line including a link, can become information sources for generating knowledge space. In particular, in the case of newspaper articles, most anchor texts (article headers) are prime candidates for generating knowledge space.
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1 Introduction

We have developed a system called “Memory-Organizer,” which helps users to construct “externalized memory” to support human memory. The externalized memory is a concept that externalizes and stores the contents of human working memory on computers.

The system consists of (a) a thinking-space browser, which helps users to input and edit externalized memory and support creative thinking; (b) an overlay Web browser, which helps users to gather, clip, and create externalized memory while browsing the Web; (c) an interest-space browser, which helps users to recall externalized memory by arranging it on the user’s interest space in chronological order; (d) a map browser, which helps users to recall externalized memory by arranging it based on position information; (e) a calendar browser, which helps users to recall externalized memory onto a calendar view based on date; and (f) a knowledge-space browser, which helps users to recall externalized memory by generating the user’s knowledge space. Figure 1 shows an overview of the Memory-Organizer. See [1, 2, 3] for the details on each browser.

Figure 1: Overview of the Memory-Organizer.

In Section 2, we provide an overview of the externalized memory. In the following sections, we describe a system that helps users to recall their Web browsing history by generating knowledge space with Memory-Organizer.
2 Overview of Model of Externalized Memory

Externalized memory is a concept that externalizes and stores the contents of human working memory on computers. We aim to capture information processed during human cognitive processes via working memory presented by Baddeley\(^1\) [4].

Figure 2 shows an overview of the externalized memory. The information processed by the user such as on browsing the Web is accumulated into the user’s externalized memory. The knowledge space is generated from the externalized memory under the user’s direction, becoming the user’s input information. When the user selects a URL from the Web browsing history, the system sends a URL through the externalized memory, the designated Web page is displayed on a browser, and this again becomes input information to the user. This is how circulative information processing is performed.

![Diagram of the externalized memory model](image)

Note: The working memory model is modified from [4, 5].

Figure 2: Overview of the Externalized Memory Model.

3 Recall of Web Browsing History by Generating Knowledge Space

In this section we describe a system that helps users to recall their own Web browsing history by generating knowledge space for them from the history by using Memory-Organizer.

Figure 3 shows an overview of the system. When the user selects a link using an overlay Web browser, “date, URL designated by the link, terms extracted from a line including the link” are saved as a data set in a new history. We call this data set a “history set.” The system displays the user’s knowledge space generated from the history based on the user’s selection of keywords, and displays history sets including selected keywords on to a knowledge-space browser. When the user selects a history set that includes a URL from the history sets, the overlay Web browser connects to the Internet and displays the URL’s Web page.

![Diagram of the system](image)

3.1 Overlay Web Browser

An overlay Web browser has features that generate a new history different to existing histories, such as IE, when the user selects a link. Here, we describe our method of generating the new history.

The overlay Web browser links keywords extracted from a line including a link to a designated URL on Web browsing in order to recall the Web browsing context. In addition, in this research, we do not save history when no keyword is extracted from the text.

![Comparison of histories in existing browsers](image)

Note: The text in this example was originally Japanese and has been translated into English.

Figure 4: Comparison of histories in existing Web browsers and in the overlay Web browser.

Figure 4 shows the difference between the
history of existing Web browsers and the new history of the overlay Web Browser. The existing browsers save the date, the URL of a Web page, and text extracted from title elements as a data set in the history. In contrast, our overlay Web browser saves the date, a URL designated by an anchor element, and terms extracted from a line including the selected link as a data set in the new history.

For example, consider that the user selects a link “The Secretary-General of the United Nations will meet with the US President to discuss Iraq incident etc.” from “Yahoo! News – Overseas.” The history of the existing browser saves “Yahoo! News – Overseas,” which is extracted from a title element of the Web page. Our new history saves “The Secretary-General of the United Nations,” “Iraq incident,” “US President,” “meet,” and “Reuters,” which are extracted from a line including an anchor element of the previous Web page.

3.2 Knowledge-space Browser

A knowledge-space browser helps users to understand the user’s knowledge and recall an externalized memory by generating knowledge space that consists of nodes of keywords and links between them.

The browser comprises an “operation area” on which the user executes operations, a “knowledge-space display-area,” which displays the user’s knowledge space, and a “history display–area,” which displays history sets that includes keywords selected by the user.

The authors have been using this system since April 2001. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of the knowledge space for the first author when selecting “terrorism” “Al-Qaeda” “sending Japan’s Self-Defense Forces” and displaying the neighbors, respectively on 17th Dec 2003.

It is found that a keyword “terrorism” is displayed in large type, and keywords related to the World Trade Center and Pentagon Attack, and Palestinian terrorism are also displayed. In this way, we know that one piece of knowledge is linked another. The user can subsequently browse the knowledge space by continually displaying neighbor keywords.

A list of history sets that includes URL and keywords is displayed in a history display-area to assist users in locating Web pages referred to by keywords. In an example from Figure 5, keywords such as “sending Japan’s Self-Defense Forces,” “formulate a basic plan,” and “500 ~ 700 people from Japan’s Ground Self-Defense Forces,” are displayed to help users to access a Web page browsed on 9th Dec 2003.

In regards to the knowledge-space interface, we refer to the theory of spreading activation [6], which is a model of human semantic memory. We assume that concepts and relations might represent the user’s knowledge space, thus when the user selects a keyword, keywords related to the original keyword are displayed. We change the size of the nodes to express the level of memory activation.

Currently, the semantics of the relations is not defined, and the distance between nodes does not correspond to the semantic distance in the theory of spreading activation.

4 Algorithm

The system comprises three stages: (1) Web browsing, (2) exploring knowledge space, and (3) selecting URL. The user performs (1) by using an overlay Web browser, and (2), (3) by using a knowledge-space browser. Figure 6 shows an outline of the algorithm.

4.1 Web Browsing

When the user selects a link using an overlay Web browser, “date, URL designated by the link, terms extracted from a line including the link” are saved as a data set (history set) in a new history. Details of the history-generating method are provided in [3]. In an example in Figure 6, when the user selects a link “A and B do C on some day.” on an overlay Web browser that displays a Web page of URL0, accessed date, URL1, keywords [A][B][C] are saved to the history as a history set.
4.2 Exploring Knowledge Space

According to the user’s selected links, the system retrieves keywords from the history, displays the user’s knowledge space (which connects keywords to a knowledge display-area), and displays a list of history sets that include keywords on a history display area.

Details of the system are as follows.
- Step 1: The user selects a keyword.
- Step 2: The user selects a keyword and displays it.
  - Step 2.1: The system retrieves keywords from the user’s history and accumulates them to a “limited accumulative history (described later).”
  - Step 2.2: The system displays a knowledge space on to a knowledge-space display-area by employing the limited accumulative history.
  - Step 2.3: The system displays history sets, which include retrieved history sets, on a history display area.

The features of the knowledge space in this research are: (a) it does not pre-generate static knowledge space, but generates it according to the user’s operation, (b) it is a simple method that connects correlated keywords in the history, and (c) it changes the size of the nodes that simulate the human cognitive process.

We assume that a cognitive process does occur as shown in Figure 2, and we consider that memory is activated according to the frequency of stimuli in working memory. Thus, we change the size of the nodes according to the activity level.

There can be twice of stimuli in working memory: memorizing and recall. We consider that changing the node size according to the frequency of keywords in a history corresponds to stimuli on memorizing. In this research, we devise a concept called limited accumulative history to calculate the level of stimuli of memorizing plus recall. This limited accumulative history is another type of history that adds history sets, which include keywords provided by the user when the system retrieves history.

In addition, in retrieving history, the system first attempts to execute an exact match; if this fails, however, it proceeds to attempting a partial match.

We explain the example in Figure 6 as follows.
- When the user inputs “A,” “A” is displayed.
- When the user selects “A” and displays neighbors of “A,” (hereafter “selects and displays”) the system retrieves “A” from the history, URL1, which includes that “A” is added to the limited accumulative history, and it becomes (URL1). The system then displays “B” and “C,” which correlate with “A,” and connections from “A” to “B” and “C” are generated. Here, the frequency of “A,” “B,” and “C” are each “1,” and these are displayed
in size according to the frequency.

- When the user selects and displays “B,” URLs 1 and 2, which include “B,” are added to the limited accumulative history, thus it becomes (URL1, 1, 2) as above. The system then displays “D,” “E,” and “F,” from “B,” and connects from “B” to “C,” “D,” “E,” and “F.” In addition, the respective frequencies of “A,” “B,” “C,” “D,” “E,” and “F” are “2,” “3,” “1,” “1,” “1,” and “1,” and these are also displayed in size according to the frequency.

- When the user selects and displays “F,” URLs 2 and 4, which include “F,” are added to the limited accumulative history, thus it becomes (URL1, 1, 2, 2, 4) as above. The system then displays “H,” which then connects via “F” to “D,” “E,” and “H.” In addition, the respective frequencies of “A,” “B,” “C,” “D,” “E,” “F,” and “H” are “2,” “4,” “2,” “2,” “2,” “3,” and “1,” and these are displayed in size according to the frequency.

In this way, a path such as “A → B → F → H” can be displayed according to the user’s operation.

In this study, we do not delete any nodes (this may correspond to forgetting) except for the user’s will. However, we think that there will be a need for functions that do not display keywords designated by the user and do not display certain keywords to be easy to see the screen.

4.3 Selecting URL

When the user clicks a history set that includes a URL, an overlay Web browser connects to the Internet and displays the designated Web page.

In the example in Figure 6, when the user selects URL4, the overlay Web browser displays the Web page of URL4.

5 Experiment

Whether a knowledge space generated by this method is appropriate depends on: (a) whether there is more than one keyword in a history set, (b) whether the same keyword exists in a different history set, and (c) whether the contents of the extracted keywords are appropriate. In this paper, we performed a preliminary experiment for (a) and (b).

5.1 Experiment 1

The subject was the first author. She performed a simulation of using an overlay Web browser in everyday life. The details of the conditions for use are described in [3]. Here we investigate her history from 9th Apr 2001 to 17th Dec 2003.

The number of selected links was 6,081. There were 4,364 selected links with no duplication, 20,158 extracted keywords, and 9,466 extracted keywords with no duplication. The average number of keywords per link was 3.3 (20,158/6,081). Figure 7 shows a graph of the relation of the number of keywords in a history set and the number of history sets. The proportion of histories with one keyword is 1,802/6,081 (30%). That is, in this history, 70% of the history sets can be candidates for generating knowledge space.

Figure 7: Relation between number of keywords in a history set and number of history sets.

5.2 Experiment 2

Four female subjects participated in this experiment. We downloaded newspaper articles (HTML files) over a three-month period from the newspaper Web site “Mainichi Interactive [7].” The subjects were asked to browse any article they wanted to see, at least one page per day. The details of the procedure are described in [3]. In the Mainichi Interactive site, a line including a selected link is the same as an anchor text and the article header.

The average number of selected links was 396, the average number of extracted keywords was 1,735, and the average number of average number of extracted keywords per link was 4.4 (1,735/396). The greatest number of keywords in the history is seven (See Figure 8).

Ninety-nine percent of the history sets contain more than one keyword. That is, most history sets are candidates for generating knowledge space.

Figure 8: Relation between number of keywords in a history set and number of history sets.

The above results indicate that the new browsing
history, which extracts keywords from a line including the link, can become information sources for generating knowledge space. In particular, in the case of newspaper articles, most of the anchor texts (headers of the articles) are candidates for generating knowledge space.

6 Related Work

Much research concerning visualization of Web browsing history deals with existing history such as IE, and there is not much research on methods for generating new history. The typical approach is that “visualization of history helps users in navigating the Web,” in which Web pages or sites are expressed as nodes and the relation between nodes is displayed as a tree or graph structure. Examples of these can be seen in MosaicG[8] and PadPrints[9]. This approach is useful for “going back” to recently browsed Web pages, as in the case of existing browsers. However, it is unclear whether this approach is useful for displaying users’ interests, and for helping people to access browsed pages they viewed more than one month ago.

The main difference between this research and related work is that (a) we generate a new history based on the user’s link selecting activities, and (b) our method generates knowledge space from keywords extracted from anchor texts to recall the history.

7 Summary

We have developed a system called Memory-Organizer, which helps users to construct externalized memory to support human memory. In this paper, we described a system that helps users to recall their Web browsing history by generating the user’s knowledge space with Memory-Organizer. Preliminary experimental results show that the new history, which extracts keywords from a line including a link, can be information sources for generating knowledge space. In particular, in the case of newspaper articles, most anchor texts (article headers) are prime candidates for generating knowledge space.
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